Success Storries
Sccotland: one scho
ool, small steps, big results
b Jackie Cossh
by
“When the Amazon iss gone we will
w have 40 per cent
less atmo
ospheric oxyygen. In fifte
een years we
w could
lose an areea the size of
o England.”

© Amanda Milne, Principal Teacher, Lawtho
orn Primary
School, Ayrrshire, Scotland

These wo
ords are spoken, not by an exxpert or
boy –
environmeentalist, bu
ut by a ten‐year‐old
t
Mackenziee Smith, a pupil at Lawtthorn Primarry School
in Ayrshirre, Scotland.. Matthew is
i a membeer of the
eco‐comm
mittee at the school, wheere a committment to
helping th
he environment is embedded in the ethos of
the school.

Lawthorrn Primary haas applied fo
or its fifth greeen flag from
m Eco‐Schools Scotland and
a has also received
a gold award from the Woodland Trust, the United Kingdom’s leading woo
odland consservation
charity. Over the lasst ten years the school has worked hard to earrn these acco
olades, with
h support
from UN
NESCO, WWF Scotland and
a other orrganisations such as Edu
ucation Scotlland and thee Carbon
Trust.
Schools across Scotland now havve access to the School’ss Global Footprint resource – a hand
dbook for
teacherss and an intteractive foo
otprint calcu
ulator, which
h, through a series of questions
q
reelating to
buildinggs, energy, food, transpo
ort, water and
a waste, gives
g
an ind
dication of carbon
c
footp
print and
ecologiccal footprint.
Action h
has come in many formss but most im
mportantly the
t children are enthusiaastic and passsionate,
with principal teacher Amanda Milne talkingg of having to
t rein the children
c
in. “They
“
wanteed to ban
all cars from
f
comingg into the playground” she
s says. “An
nd they weree convinced we weren’t planting
enough trees.”
he living willo
ow classroom
m which the children
Eight‐yeear‐old Elliot Johnston talks enthusiastically of th
planted in the schoo
ol grounds. “It
“ is a big do
ome shape with
w a door at
a the front and
a a smaller door at
the backk. It will take
e five years to
t grow com
mpletely but we can use it just now. It can fit 60 children
and has 20 windowss. We use it all
a the time and
a go there to do readin
ng” he explains.
Mackenzie is proud of the fact th
hat the school has planteed nearly 500
0 trees in an
nd around the school.
“Every C
Christmas wee give The Woodland
W
Tru
ust our recycled cards and in return they give us trees”
t
he
says.
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Every aspect of the school’s consumption has been examined. In the school refectory they no longer
use cling film for wrapping food, and with the help of additional recycling boxes they have reduced
school lunch waste to seven kilograms per day. They also helped organise a local food week where
only local produce was eaten – Isle of Arran cheese, eggs from local farms, and herbs and vegetables
from the vegetable gardens which every class has.
The children may not have been allowed a ban on cars coming in to the school but there has been a
sixty per cent reduction in the number of children being driven to school. Plastic bottles are reused,
and a couple of years ago two litre bottles were collected and used to make a greenhouse.
Energy usage has been reduced by 43 per cent, and thanks to hippo bags placed in the toilet cisterns
to reduce the amount of water flushed away, after one term they had saved enough water to fill
three Olympic‐sized swimming pools.
Feedback from parents has been positive with many stories of family members being nagged to turn
off lights, and to think about recycling more. It has also aided the children in other aspects of their
learning, from social studies to mathematics.
“We monitor water and electricity consumption” says Ms Milne, “and we draw graphs of
temperatures. We cover rainforest conservation and pollution and we do lots of other topics which
build up to that.”
Lawthorn Primary is one of many schools across Scotland trying to make a difference, and teaching
the next generation about how and why we should look after the world. The Scottish government
encourages this work, and it fits in well with its overall environmental strategy. It has pledged to
create all of Scotland’s electricity from green energy by 2020, to reduce greenhouse gasses by 42 per
cent by 2020, and, in response to the UN Decade of ESD, promised that by 2014 people in Scotland
will have developed the knowledge, skills, understanding and values to live sustainable lives.
But this action is necessary. While net greenhouse gas emissions in Scotland have reduced by 27.6
per cent since 1990, in 2009 Scottish emissions were equivalent to 51 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide, and each person in Scotland still contributes twice the global average in emissions.
Annual rainfall in Scotland increased by 21 per cent between 1961 and 2004. Conversely there has
been a 25 per cent reduction in winter days with snow cover, with the snow season now shorter,
starting later and finishing earlier in the year. This of course is worrying for the once thriving skiing
industry in Scotland but also for what it signifies about climate change.
Having access to the material from organisations such as UNESCO, the World Wildlife Fund, and Eco‐
Schools Scotland, has provided teachers and pupils with a wealth of information to choose from, and
has allowed them to improve their learning.
The school say that the UNESCO website has been a huge help, providing resources and giving
suggestions which have sparked the children’s imagination and encouraged them to conduct their
own research online. Several speakers have visited the school, from UNESCO and other
organisations. As Ms Milne says, “It allows the children to do research, to see where they all fit in to
the world, and to bring all the information together.”
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It is evident that the children are enthusiastic about making a difference to the environment and Ms
Milne describes the learning as being pupil powered, with pupils taking charge and evaluating for
themselves.
If anyone should doubt the impact this has on the wider community Ms Milne tells the story of being
told that sanitation department workers instantly know when the school has done a focus on
recycling, and can tell which streets have children from the school as recycling uptake was better on
those streets.
“There is only one world we live in” she says. “We need to take care of it. We want to leave the
world in a better place than when we got it.”
Further information:
www.educationscotland.gov.uk/schoolsglobalfootprint

UNESCO as the lead agency for the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005‐
2014) promotes an education that allows every human being to acquire the knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values necessary to shape a sustainable future.
Education for Sustainable Development means including key sustainable development issues into
teaching and learning; for example, climate change, disaster risk reduction, biodiversity, poverty
reduction, and sustainable consumption. It also requires participatory teaching and learning
methods that motivate and empower learners to change their behaviour and take action for
sustainable development.
***

Contact:
Section of Education for Sustainable Development
esddecade@unesco.org
www.unesco.org/education/desd
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